Jennifer Wilcox: Presidential Distinguished Professor of Chemical Engineering and Energy Policy

Jennifer Wilcox has been named the Presidential Distinguished Professor of Chemical Engineering and Energy Policy. As a global society, the use of fossil fuels has resulted in an exponential rise in CO₂ concentrations. The best approach would be to avoid such emissions by fully transitioning away from the combustion of hydrocarbons.

But that approach alone is no longer enough, said Dr. Wilcox. Her research focuses on innovative ways to avoid new CO₂ emissions from entering the air as well as the removal of old emissions in order to mitigate the accumulating effects of fossil fuels on our planet.

“Although my work involves removing carbon dioxide from air, it doesn’t mean that it’s a silver bullet,” said Dr. Wilcox. “We need a portfolio of solutions. And we need to start treating CO₂ as a waste and figure out solutions to deal with it. We also need to recognize that the portfolio is broad and includes both deep decarbonization and direct removal.”

Dr. Wilcox is the first faculty research appointment at the Kleinman Center for Energy Policy, based at the Stuart Weitzman School of Engineering and Energy Policy, based at the Stuart Weitzman School of Engineering and Energy Policy.

Penn Dental’s Henry Daniell: $823,000 from State to Battle COVID-19

Penn Dental Medicine is among the 23 statewide awards from the administration of Pennsylvania Governor Tom Wolf to advance coronavirus research. The award to the lab of Henry Daniell, W.D. Miller Professor in the department of basic and translational sciences, is part of $10 million in grant funding through the state’s COVID-19 Vaccines, Treatments and Therapies (CV-19TT) program to support the rapid advancement of vaccines, treatments, and therapies.

“We are thrilled to see this commitment from Pennsylvania Governor Tom Wolf to advance coronavirus research. The award to the lab of Henry Daniell, W.D. Miller Professor in the department of basic and translational sciences, is part of $10 million in grant funding through the state’s COVID-19 Vaccines, Treatments and Therapies (CV-19TT) program to support the rapid advancement of vaccines, treatments, and therapies.”

This work builds on previously funded research from Dr. Beidas and the Mental Health Research Network—a consortium of 14 research centers affiliated with the nation’s largest integrated health systems—where the team gathered feedback from pediatric clinicians, health system leaders, and firearm-owning parents find firearm safety to be an appropriate topic to discuss in the primary care setting, yet these conversations do not happen routinely.

“We know that safe gun storage will result in saved lives of young people, and there’s an underused resource which can help provide information on firearm safety—pediatric primary care doctors,” said principal investigator Rinad S. Beidas, associate professor of psychiatry at Penn and director of the Penn Implementation Science Center at the Leonard Davis Institute of Health Economics. Dr. Beidas has a personal connection to firearm safety, having lost a family member to suicide by firearm in 2013. “After visiting the pediatrician that same year with my newborn son, I saw a huge opportunity for firearm safety promotion—our doctor asked us about home safety related to car seats and smoke detectors, but not safe firearm storage. Our previous research has shown that both clinicians and parents find firearm safety to be an appropriate topic to discuss in the primary care setting, yet these conversations do not happen routinely.”

A grant awarded to the Perelman School of Medicine at the University of Pennsylvania will help improve the implementation of an evidence-based firearm safety program and identify the best approach for deploying this program. The National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH), part of the National Institutes of Health (NIH), is funding the work with a $3.6 million grant over five years.

“Penn’s Perelman School of Medicine— in collaboration with Kenneth Margulies of PSOM—is pursuing first-in-human studies of an oral preparation that directly supplements two beneficial proteins—ACE2 and its protein product, angiotensin (1-7)—that are severely depleted in COVID-19 patients. It will assess whether a drug developed for a very different condition—pulmonary arterial hypertension (PAH)—could reduce lung and heart injuries in coronavirus patients. Reduced ACE2 expression has been linked to acute respiratory distress, severe lung injury, multi-organ failure and death, especially in older patients. Dr. Daniell’s earlier preclinical studies in PAH animal models showed that orally delivered ACE2 made in plant cells accumulated ten times higher in the lungs than in the blood and safely treated PAH. His proposed

(continued on page 5)
Deaths

Charles Bosk, SAS and PSOM

Charles L. (Chuck) Bosk, professor of sociology in the University of Pennsylvania’s School of Arts & Sciences and professor of anesthesiology and critical care at the Perelman School of Medicine who worked at Penn for over 40 years, died August 30 from a sudden heart attack.

Dr. Bosk grew up in Baltimore, earned a BA from Wesleyan University in 1970, and an MA in sociology in 1974 and a PhD in sociology in 1976 from the University of Chicago.

Dr. Bosk’s work focused broadly on the culture of medicine. He published numerous books and articles on how healthcare professionals make sense of experiences in situations filled with un-resolvable uncertainty. He joined Penn in 1976 as an assistant professor in the department of sociology. He was promoted to associate professor in 1981 and became a full professor in 1991. He served as chair of the graduate group in sociology for several years. Dr. Bosk was also a professor in PSOM’s department of medical ethics from 2003 to 2012. In 2012, he became a professor of anesthesiology and critical care in PSOM. He also was a senior fellow at Penn’s Leonard Davis Institute of Health Economics and served as a faculty associate for the Center for Bioethics. Dr. Bosk was among the core faculty for the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation Investigator Award in Health Policy Research.

Dr. Bosk was the author of three books, including 1979’s Forgive and Remember: Managing Medical Failure, a classic in the field that he wrote after spending months embedded in the surgical wing of a hospital. In 2018, he received a Guggenheim Fellowship for a book project entitled The Price of Perfection: The Cost of Error (Almanac April 17, 2018). At the time of his death he was working on a manuscript, What is a Medical Mistake? Forty Years Wondering, synthesizing his decades of research on the U.S. medical system.

He is survived by his brother, Harry (Dana); wife, Marjorie; children, Emily (Ethan) and Abigail; grandchildren Milo and Finn Schoolman; and five nieces and nephews.

ReThink Your Footprint Campaign

This year, Penn Sustainability’s ReThink Your Footprint campaign will align with Climate Week and will broadly encourage members of the Penn community to consider their environmental footprints and take action to reduce them.

Engage Through Our Interactive Social Media Campaign. During ReThink, we encourage the Penn community to take action to reduce their environmental footprint and engage with local organizations. Each day of the week, Penn Sustainability will highlight a different footprint (travel, shopping, etc.). Make sure you follow us on Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram, and look for the posts where we ask you to tag organizations in your area. We will be keeping track of who participates, and one lucky social media participant will win a Penn Sustainability swag basket.

Self-Report Recycling and Donations. Since we cannot hold recycling and donation collection events on campus due to COVID-19, we are asking for students, staff, and faculty to self-report any specialty items that they recycle or donate during the week that are not recyclable via single-stream recycling. Items include clothing, shoes, writing utensils, printer cartridges, electronic waste, light bulbs, batteries, books, and much more. Philadelphia residents can schedule doorstep pick-up of electronics and clothing through Retrievers. Whatever you donate or recycle, report it using the Qualtrics survey. We will be keeping track of who participates, and one lucky participant will win a Penn Sustainability swag basket.

Climate Week at Penn—September 21–25: Something for Everyone

You’ve heard of climate change... but has its meaning really struck home? We are in a climate emergency, How do we know? Take any statement you’ve recently heard:

• The hottest decade in a century
• The highest temperature ever in the Arctic
• The most hurricanes
• The greatest ice sheet loss
• The most rapid sea level rise
• The worst wild fire season
• The highest level of atmospheric CO₂ in 25 million years
• And redirect it towards the future:
  • Hot as it is, we are now experiencing the coolest decade of the century
  • We will see higher temperatures in the Arctic
  • There will be more frequent and more extreme hurricanes
  • Ice sheet loss will accelerate
  • Sea level rise will increase rapidly and irreversibly over the next 300 years
  • This is the mildest wild fire season compared to what’s coming
  • This is the lowest level of CO₂ in the foreseeable future

As climate journalist Mary Heglar says, “The climate crisis is not the Great Equalizer. It’s the Great Multiplier.” Everyone is affected, but it multiplies problems and threats unequally, compounds social inequities. In this time of COVID-19 and Black Lives Matter, everyone is called on to increase their knowledge of the climate emergency and how to respond. Our actions determine our future, whether in West Philadelphia or the Global South.

No matter where you are in the Penn community, one or more of the 40 Climate Week events will speak to you. Here are just a few examples:

• Counseling and Psychological Services is hosting a roundtable on Mental Health and the Climate Emergency
• Career Services organized a panel on Getting Started in an Environmental or Climate Related Career
• The Kleinman Center offers a webinar on Clean Energy Equity: Overcoming Racial Disparities
• CIRCE informs faculty and staff about Reducing Your Carbon Footprint at Home
• The Netter Center is holding a Teach-In on Partnerships for Environmental Health and Justice in West Philadelphia
• If you enjoyed the 1.5 Minute Climate Lectures, stay tuned for another set by Penn faculty and from industry partners.

Climate Week at Penn is online and accessible to everyone September 21–25. Choose your events now: www.upenn.edu/climateweek.

From the Office of the Secretary

Agenda for University Council Meeting

Wednesday, September 16, 2020, 4 p.m.

BlueJeans Events

I. Welcome. (1 minute)
II. Appointment of a Moderator. (1 minute)
III. Announcement of appointment of a Parliamentarian. (1 minute)
IV. Approval of the minutes from February 19, 2020. (1 minute)
V. Follow-up comments or questions on Status Reports. (5 minutes)
VI. Presentation and scheduling of Focus Issues for the academic year. (5 minutes)
VII. Timing and format of Open Forum sessions. (5 minutes)
VIII. Disposition of the Open Forum items from February 19, 2020. (10 minutes)
IX. Summary reports by University Council committee chairs. (50 minutes)
X. Presentation of the Council committee charges for 2020-2021. (10 minutes)
XI. New business. (5 minutes)
XII. Adjournment.

WXPN Policy Board Meeting: September 23

The next meeting of the WXPN Policy Board will take place Wednesday, September 23, 2020. For more information, contact tess@xpn.org

—Simon Richter, Class of 1942 Endowed Term Professor Chair of the Climate Week at Penn Planning Team

ALMANAC September 15, 2020
We are enormously grateful for your work in sustaining our academic mission this year. As we enter the second week of the semester, we have already heard from many students about how excited and appreciative they are for the engagement of their professors and advisors.

We also know that this is a challenging time, in which we are all navigating uncharted waters. We are therefore advancing three new initiatives to support faculty members. First, we have prepared a Faculty Guide, with extensive guidance for teaching, mentoring, hiring, and promotions during the pandemic, as well as for furthering our shared goals of equity and inclusion. It also includes discussion of resources for managing child and family care and information about our new COVID-19 Childcare Grants and other potential sources of support.

Second, we have established a Research Recovery Program with funding opportunities to mitigate the financial impacts of the pandemic, provide bridge funding between external grants, and support biomedical research on topics related to disparities in health care or carried out by faculty members disproportionately affected by COVID-19.

Third, we are extending the probationary period by one year for all assistant professors and associate professors without tenure in the tenure, clinician-educator, and research tracks, provided your review has not already begun, you are not in your mandatory or terminal year, and you have not already received an extension related to COVID-19. This extension recognizes the multiple implications of this unprecedented year for faculty life, work/life balance, and research productivity. Among other challenges, faculty members may have lost access to labs and field research sites, faced slowdowns in journal and other publication processes, been unable to disseminate research at conferences, and experienced unprecedented family and caregiving responsibilities—all while working to revamp courses for online delivery and devoting considerable time to advising and supporting our students. Faculty may also be undergoing increased stress and anxiety and allocating increased effort and energy to advance social and racial justice in our communities.

The automatic extension is designed to offer maximum flexibility. It does not require you to opt in, yet it can also be waived. It can be used to delay a reappointment review or be applied to a second appointment term, does not count against the total number of permitted extensions or total time in the probationary period, and does not preclude future extensions for reasons outlined in the Faculty Handbook Section II.E.3. We want to reassure you that the extension will carry no negative consequences for your review. Internal and external reviewers will be informed of the University-wide extension policy and its context in the global public health emergency.

Eligible faculty members will receive individualized letters, after which you are advised to work with your chair and/or dean to discuss how best to apply the extension to your individual situation and timeline. Thank you for all you are doing for our community. We look forward to working together this year, and we will continue to keep you updated as this semester moves forward.

—Wendell Pritchett, Provost
—Laura Perna, Vice Provost for Faculty

Penn Research Recovery Program

In the face of the COVID-19 pandemic, the research community valiantly implemented a rapid ramp down of on-campus research, continued much research remotely, and, since June 8, has been resuming on-campus research safely and effectively. The resilience of the community has been inspiring. Nevertheless, these circumstances have had a profound impact on research. And it has become clear that the negative impact on research progress, and potentially on career trajectories, is not distributed equally across the community. In addition to highlighting the obvious, that bench research, human-subjects research, and field research are more impacted than is theoretical research, recent studies have quantified the disproportionate impact on some groups, including women, families with young children, underrepresented groups, and pre-tenure faculty. (https://www.nature.com/articles/s41562-020-0921-y) And recent events have emphasized that many in these groups also struggle against systemic racism.

In the face of these challenges, we have been responding to the pressures on our research enterprise. In the last few months, we have:

• Temporarily suspended the five-year limit on postdoc terms to provide flexibility in the challenging employment environment
• Opened the upcoming Provost’s Diversity Post Doc program to Penn graduates
• Underwritten the budget deficit in animal care so that it will not impact research budgets
• Provided PPE and disinfecting supplies from FRES and EHRS and from the schools
• Submitted a FEMA application for funds to cover research related emergency expenses
• Advocated for spending flexibility on federal grants and for federal allocations to fund supplements and COVID-19 related research

As we look forward, many challenges remain. The Research Recovery Program is designed to mitigate some impacts of the pandemic on re-search at Penn. It will be supported with a combination of funds redirected from current programs, augmented with funds from the Office of the Vice Provost for Research. The goals of the Research Recovery Program are:

• Mitigate negative pandemic related impacts on research at Penn
• Prioritize those disproportionately impacted by the pandemic

The Research Recovery Program establishes four new mechanisms to mitigate unexpected costs, exploit new research opportunities, and support bridge projects. This program will emphasize the challenges in populations disproportionately impacted by the pandemic.

Research Disruption Mitigation Fund (opening September 20)

The Research Disruption Mitigation Fund will make grants up to $40,000 to mitigate the financial impact of research ramp down and resumption. The grants will be awarded for unexpected costs expended during the shut-down or required for ramp-up. Pre-tenure faculty and/or those disproportionately impacted by the pandemic are eligible.

Research Transition Fund (opening September 20)

The Research Transition Fund will make grants up to $15,000 to support COVID-19 induced gaps in research experienced in social science and humanities disciplines. Pre-tenure faculty and/or those disproportionately impacted by the pandemic are eligible.

Social Inequality in Health Status and Health Care (open now: submit ASAP but no later than September 23)

This program will curate research grant concepts that qualify for the Pennsylvania CURE program. Grants range from $200,000 to $800,000 over four years. Eligible fields are biomedical basic science research and health services research including behavioral research and healthcare delivery. The emphasis for this research opportunity is on:

• Topics addressing various aspects of disparities in health status
• General biomedical research carried out by faculty disproportionately impacted by COVID-19
• Faculty in all disciplines are eligible with the exception of those fields/programs with substantial support already committed from this program

Bridge Grants (schedule determined in the schools)

Bridge grants are designed to provide gap funding between external grants when it is expected that the extra support would secure a new grant. Given the extended disruption in research this spring, it is anticipated that this need will increase compared to previous years. Processes are in place within the schools to manage bridge grant requests. Information should be available from department chairs.

—Wendell Pritchett, Provost
—Dawn Bonnell, Vice Provost for Research
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As we begin the fall semester online, this document provides guidance about some of the challenges raised by teaching in a virtual format and to students across the globe.

—Ezekiel Emanuel, Vice Provost for Global Initiatives
—Laura Perna, Vice Provost for Faculty
—Beth Winkelstein, Deputy Provost

Guidance on Recording Classes
September 4, 2020

In order to best accommodate our students, to the greatest extent possible all online course sessions must be available via recording for students who cannot attend unless instructors have legitimate reasons for not recording a session, such as the sensitivities related to course material, in which case instructors must create other ways for students who cannot attend to engage with the course. Instructors must make sure that all students can engage with course materials, even if they cannot participate synchronously. Students who are located in different time zones may need different accommodations than students who have to miss a single session. The Center for Teaching and Learning provides guidance on engaging students asynchronously, as well as resources and guidance on video recording in classes.

This document provides guidance on several issues pertaining to teaching online:

• Rights in materials created for courses
• Prohibition on unauthorized copying and sharing of recordings
• Risks related to accessing certain online content from outside the United States

Instructors who have other concerns about recording their class should contact their program director, department chair or Dean.

Rights in materials created for courses

The University recognizes that instructors have invested considerable time and effort into reworking their on-campus courses for remote delivery in response to the COVID-19 pandemic. Instructors are understandably interested in knowing what uses the University and others may make of the prerecorded lectures and other materials they have created for online delivery of their courses. Under the University’s Copyright Policy, instructors “own the copyright to works resulting from their research, teaching, and writing,” with the noted exceptions. Consistent with that policy, and with the exception of course, program, and school arrangements that specify a different ownership model, the copyrights in course materials an instructor creates for online delivery without substantial use of University resources are owned by the instructor. Such materials may not be copied or redistributed by the University or by students without the written approval of the instructor who created them. Recordings of synchronous class sessions made in Zoom or other applications are owned by the University, but will not be reused or further distributed by the University without consent of the instructor.

Prohibition on unauthorized copying and sharing of recordings

Per the Faculty Handbook, “the unauthorized copying of copyrighted media by staff, faculty, or students” will not be tolerated. Students are not permitted to share, copy, or distribute recordings of live class sessions or any prerecorded class content without the permission of the University and the instructor. Students may also not make their own recording of class sessions. These actions are violations of the Code of Academic Integrity.

To make visible these expectations, in April 2020, leaders of the four undergraduate schools (College of Arts and Sciences, Engineering, Nursing, and Wharton), Graduate and Professional Student Assembly, Student Committee on Undergraduate Education, Undergraduate Assembly, and the Provost’s Office endorsed a statement of Mutual Commitment to Academic Integrity, Equitable Instruction, Trust, and Respect. This commitment includes the following expectations for students:

• “I will respect principles of academic freedom for instructors and classmates and will maintain the privacy of the virtual classroom environment: I will not record, photograph, or share online interactions that involve classmates or any member of the teaching team. I will not enable anyone who is not enrolled in the course to participate in any activity that is associated with the course. Exceptions require the instructor’s written permission.”
• “I will respect the intellectual property rights of the instructor by not making course materials accessible to anyone who is not enrolled in the course without the instructor’s written permission.”
• “I will follow the rules set forth by the instructor that concern online, device-enabled, and in-person collaboration, discussion, and sharing.”

Notwithstanding this mutual commitment between instructors and students, instructors should recognize that unauthorized sharing of electronic communication can never be completely prevented.

While copyright notices are automatically inserted when instructors use Panopto to record videos, to ensure that all students are aware of expectations, instructors are advised to add language to their syllabus and/or at the beginning of live class sessions and prerecorded videos. Here is a sample notification:

To facilitate access for all class members, these sessions, including your participation, are being recorded and the recordings will be made available to the class, for the duration of this course. These recordings, as well as previously recorded lectures and other course materials, are made available solely for your personal, educational use and may not be shared, copied or redistributed without the permission of Penn and the instructor. You are also not allowed to record class sessions yourselves. Unauthorized sharing or recording is a violation of the Code of Academic Integrity.

Risks related to accessing certain online content from outside the United States

As we engage in online teaching for Fall 2020, the University hopes and expects that instructors will teach content consistent with what they would teach if the course were in person. Penn does not support censoring or altering course content in ways that are inconsistent with core values.

Instructors are reminded of the University policy on academic freedom:

“The policy of the University of Pennsylvania to maintain and encourage freedom of inquiry, discourse, teaching, research, and publication and to protect any member of the academic staff against influences, from within or without the University,” which would restrict him or her in the exercise of these freedoms in his or her area of scholarly interest.

Some countries, regions, and jurisdictions monitor and regulate access to certain online content. Such content may include, but is not limited to, materials that criticize a ruling party or government; contravene policy stances or territorial claims made by a state or government; or are alleged to violate prevailing cultural or moral values, such as material related to LGBTQI+ issues. Countries and jurisdictions that are known to monitor, censor, and/or control access to certain online content include Eritrea, North Korea, Saudi Arabia, Ethiopia, Azerbaijan, Vietnam, Iran, China (including Hong Kong), Myanmar, and Cuba.

Students or instructors that access, view, or even assign content deemed to be sensitive from within jurisdictions that regulate such content may face invasive surveillance, political persecution, harassment, and/or the imposition of criminal penalties by jurisdictions where content is deemed to violate local norms, laws and regulations. Compounding this is the challenge of knowing with certainty which topics or content might cross the line in a particular jurisdiction or trigger action by authorities.

Instructors can face risks if they assign content deemed to be sensitive, especially if they are living outside the United States. These could potentially include state monitoring and online harassment, even remotely while within the United States, and threats to family members living abroad.

While individual instructors must determine the best course of action for their individual courses and situations, instructors whose courses include content that may be deemed to be sensitive should consider warning their students of potential risks. Such advice may include issuing, along with the syllabus, a statement to prospective students to the following:

“Attach the syllabus for my course. Because of the current pandemic, some of you may be taking courses while living outside the US. I encourage you to review the syllabus and decide if, in light of your…

(continued on page 5)
Jennifer Wilcox, Presidential Distinguished Professor

Jennifer Buttenheim, Shari Jager-Hyman, Kristin Linn, Steven Marcus, Dylan Small, and Courtney WoI.

$823,000 to Battle COVID-19

The CV-VTT program was made available to Pennsylvania-based entities that demonstrate both a financial need and a well-defined pathway to the accelerated commercialization of a new vaccine, treatment, or therapy in direct response to COVID-19. Dr. Daniell’s award was the larger of two awards within Penn.

Funding for the program was appropriated from Act 2A of the CO-

VID-19 Emergency Supplement to the General Appropriation Act of 2019, to the Pennsylvania Department of Health (DOH), to be administered through a Notice of Subgrant by the Department of Community and Economic Development’s (DCED) Office of Technology and Innovation.
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Going beyond the current vaccination strategies, the Dr. Daniell is pursuing additional funding opportunities from federal and/or commercial entities. The CV-VTT program was made available to Pennsylvania-based entities that demonstrate both a financial need and a well-defined pathway to the accelerated commercialization of a new vaccine, treatment, or therapy in direct response to COVID-19. Dr. Daniell’s award was the larger of two awards within Penn.

Funding for the program was appropriated from Act 2A of the CO-

VID-19 Emergency Supplement to the General Appropriation Act of 2019, to the Pennsylvania Department of Health (DOH), to be administered through a Notice of Subgrant by the Department of Community and Economic Development’s (DCED) Office of Technology and Innovation.
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A Message To Graduate and Professional Students:

Initiatives to Support Your Academic and Scholarly Pursuits

September 1, 2020

It is our pleasure to welcome you to the start of a new academic year at Penn. While this semester will be unlike any other fall, we look forward to providing you with the very best graduate and professional education and Penn experience. As the year begins, we want to update you on new and ongoing initiatives to support your academic and scholarly pursuits and to provide you with a secure and healthy environment.

The General Fee has been reduced by 10% for the Fall 2020 semester for all graduate and professional students, as you may already know, and PhD and research master’s tuition will remain at 2019-2020 levels for the Fall semester. Professional schools and programs set their own tuition, so we advise you to follow up directly with your program if you have any questions.

We are also giving all PhD and research master’s students an expanded option to take courses pass/fail during the Fall 2020 semester. Research students may take an unlimited number of classes pass/fail, and any tests or exams taken on a pass/fail basis during Spring and Fall 2020 will not count against the total number of courses you may take pass/fail. You must opt in to this expanded pass/fail option by Friday, October 30, at 11:59 p.m. Eastern Time, using Penn InTouch. Professional students should check with their schools and programs to learn what grading options are being offered.

In addition, we are currently offering three grant programs; all have a September 18 deadline:

- **Technology Grants** for graduate and professional students who require new technology to make academic progress in the remote environment
- **Health Insurance and Dental Insurance Grants** for PhD students paying for their own insurance
- **Family Grants and Dependent Insurance Grants** for PhD students with children and/or spouses

Penn is committed to the wellbeing of our students all over the world. Please see our Wellness at Penn resources for information about COVID testing, contact tracing, etc. We require all students to participate in PennOpen Pass, a daily symptom checker. We also expect all students to adhere to public health requirements and follow the Campus Compact. The Student Health Service and Counseling and Psychologi cal Services remain available to students regardless of where you are located. PhD students who have advanced to candidacy may submit a petition to travel if absolutely necessary to support research and academic progress.

We’d also like to remind all students about the Graduate Group Feedback Form for Students. This form is open all the time and can be filled out by any graduate student, anonymously or not, to provide feedback on their graduate experience.

We work closely with the Graduate and Professional Student Assembly (GAPSA) to identify and implement solutions to the most important concerns of graduate and professional students. We appreciate GAPSA’s partnership over the years and would especially like to acknowledge GAPSA’s help in providing support for COVID-related grants to graduate and professional students in the spring and fall of this year. We encourage you to work with GAPSA to share your ideas and suggestions in the year ahead—and to interact with the University’s Graduate Student Center on Locust Walk, as well as the Family Resource Center, which provides resources and support for students with children.

We invite all of our new graduate and professional students to watch a special “Welcome to New Students from the President and Provost,” and we wish all of you a safe, healthy, and academically engaging semester!

—Wendell E. Pritchett, Provost
—Beth A. Winkelstein, Deputy Provost

---

Health and Safety of Penn Community: COVID-19 Testing

September 11, 2020

The health and safety of our community remain our highest priorities. As we complete the second week of the fall semester, we continue our strong commitment to reduce the risk of COVID-19 spread within the Penn community.

This message provides an overview of the tools, including testing, that we have and will use during the fall semester. Our primary tools to minimize person-to-person transmission are:

- wearing facial coverings
- staying physically distanced
- washing our hands
- completing daily PennOpen Pass symptom checks

Testing also allows us to identify individuals who are positive for SARS-CoV-2 so that they can be isolated in order to prevent the spread.

Preparing the Campus for the Fall Semester

In order to prevent the introduction and spread of COVID-19 as students returned to the West Philadelphia area for the fall semester, the University provided gateway testing for undergraduates and graduate students involved in on-campus activities to screen asymptomatic individuals. This gateway testing began on August 1 and ends on September 12. We are very fortunate that more than 10,000 tests revealed a less than 1% positivity rate. Weekly updates on testing results can be found on our COVID-19 Dashboard.

Our Approach to Testing During the Fall Semester

As we transition from gateway testing, we have identified additional strategies and planned for the following priorities:

1. Symptomatic Testing

   Penn, along with our partners in Penn Medicine, established an ongoing comprehensive program for tracking COVID-19 symptoms among students, faculty, postdocs, and staff who participate in PennOpen Pass. This rapid identification tool, in tandem with the gateway testing, is an effective strategy for minimizing person-to-person spread of disease. Completing daily symptom checks in PennOpen Pass is critical to sustaining the health of our community.

2. Close Contact Testing

   PennOpen Pass also allows for the rapid identification of those individuals with potential exposure to the virus and their referral to testing at Houston Hall, based on the timing of the exposure and assessment of the risk of infection.

3. Mitigating the Risk of Transmission Through Ongoing Testing

   We know that up to 15%-25% of people with COVID-19 may not display symptoms but are still capable of transmitting the virus. Having reviewed data from outbreaks of COVID-19 on college campuses across the U.S., we will ask segments of the Penn community to be tested on a weekly basis, even in the absence of symptoms. This approach, called surveillance testing, will apply to students, faculty, postdocs, and staff who have a sustained presence on campus in congregate settings, defined as environments in which a number of people reside, meet, or gather in a common shared space, in environments without the use of personal protective equipment (which is used, for example, by health care practitioners in a clinical or laboratory setting). Using this data-driven approach for those with a heightened risk of transmission, we will send invitations to enroll in surveillance testing, beginning on September 14, to:

   - Students, faculty, postdocs, and staff who are present on campus for at least 8 hours every week and whose activities are done in a congregate setting that involves at least 10 people.
   - Students, faculty, postdocs, and staff who share a residential space with three or more individuals with whom they are not related, including those who live in College Houses.

Moving Forward

Technology and access to testing are advancing quickly. While we will continue to use nasal swab testing for the fall semester, we are continuing to explore the feasibility of novel testing options for the spring semester.

In partnership and in health,
Benoit Dubé, MD
Associate Provost and Chief Wellness Officer

---
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**Update**

**September AT PENN**

**FITNESS AND LEARNING**


**MEETINGS**

24  WPPSA Board Meeting; noon; info and to RSVP, email Mariel Featherstone at fmariel@upenn.edu (WPPSA).

**READINGS AND SIGNINGS**


**TALKS**

16  Mapping Emotions: Discovering Structure in Mesoscale Electrical Brain Recordings; Kafui Dzirasa, Duke; 4 p.m.; BlueJeans meeting; join: https://bluejeans.com/7706933127 (MINS).

**At Penn**

**Community Crime Report**

The University of Pennsylvania Police Department has detected the following crimes. All crimes were reported to the University Police Department. Readers are encouraged to report any suspicious activity to the University Police Department.

**18th District**

**Below are the Crimes Against Persons from the 18th District: 6 incidents (1 aggravated assault, 1 assault, 1 domestic assault, 1 rape and 2 robberies) were reported for August 31-September 6, 2020 by the 18th District covering the Schuylkill River to 49th Street & Market Street to Woodland Avenue.**

17  Explaining Racial and Ethnic Differences in U.S. High Schoolers’ Homework Time; Hyunjoon Park and Allison Dunatchik, sociology; 9 a.m.; Zoom meeting; info: https://tinyurl.com/HShome working (Sociology).

The Indirect Fiscal Benefits of Low-Skilled Immigration; Mark Colas, University of Oregon; 3:30 p.m.; Zoom meeting; info: https://economics.sas.upenn.edu/events/indirect-fiscal-benefits-low-skilled-immigration (Economics).

21  The Macroeconomy as a Random Forrest; Philippe Goulet Coulombe, economics; 3 p.m.; Zoom meeting; info: https://economics.sas.upenn.edu/events/macrmacroeconomy-random-forest-0 (Economics).


Excellence in Restorative Dentistry Lecture Series; Alessandro Pozzi, SENAC University Center, Sao Paulo; 5 p.m.; BlueJeans meeting; https://primetime.bluejeans.com/a?m/register/rwxpww (Dental).

23  Energy Economics & Finance Seminar; Frank Diebold, economics; 4 p.m.; virtual meeting; info: kleinmanenergy.upenn.edu/events (Kleinman Center).

**AT PENN Deadlines**

The September AT PENN calendar is now online. The deadline for the October AT PENN is today, September 15.

Using materials such as kombucha, rice vinegar and alfalfa fiber, artist Dena Haden creates moments in time to honor Mother Nature and the seeds of life that surround us in the exhibition With Whom We Walk This Earth, which opens September 17 at Esther Klein Gallery with a socially distanced 5 p.m. event. The exhibit runs through November 28. For more information, visit https://sciencecenter.org/discover/ekg#tab:current-exhibit.
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Voter Information 2020

As Americans, exercising our right to vote in free and fair elections is an important responsibility and an essential act of civic engagement. In the COVID-19 era, strengthening our democracy with full voter participation demands more effort and careful attention. It means minimizing health risks, coping with inconsistent and confusing voting procedures, and pushing through uncertainty and inconvenience.

The University of Pennsylvania Office of Government and Community Affairs offers the following guidance to our campus community to support and encourage successful participation in the General Election on Tuesday, November 3, 2020. Email ogca@pobox.upenn.edu with any questions.

Get Smart: Voting is controlled by the states. Each state makes its own voting and election rules, including how and when to register. Check with your state’s Secretary of State or your local election office to get the most detailed and up-to-date information for where you live. Start here: https://vote.gov.

Be Alert To Changes: Dates, deadlines, forms, formats, locations, laws, methods and machines are all likely to have been recently modified.

Consider The Sources: Identify reliable sources for news and knowledge. Be ready to discern misinformation and disinformation, partisan influences and nonpartisan resources. https://wevote.seventy.org/choose-your-news-wisely.

Research the best method for you to vote successfully—early voting, in person, by mail, or ballot drop-off.
Respond ahead of deadlines. Account for mail, volume, human error, long lines, and other delays. In Pennsylvania, the last day to register is October 19. The last day to request a mail-in ballot is October 27.

Sign Here: Your signature is an important element of registering and voting successfully. Use a legible and consistent signature on your forms. Remember to sign your mail-in ballot before returning it.

Get Specialty Support:
Military Voter Assistance and overseas citizens: https://www.fvap.gov
Voters with Disabilities: https://www.ndrn.org/voting/
Language Accessibility for voters: https://www.eac.gov/election-officials/language-access

Connect To Penn Resources:
Penn Leads the Vote (PLTV) provides nonpartisan voter resources for Penn students powered by the Motivote platform at pennvotes.org and https://upenn.motivote.us.
To support PSOM’s healthy and safe voter initiative, go to voter.org/penn/ or text VOTE PENN to 34444.

Join PPSA’s National Constitution Day Voter Preparation Celebration via Zoom on September 17 at noon.
Email ogca@pobox.upenn.edu to register.

Sign up for one of OGCA’s Virtual Voter Support Sessions:
• Thursday, September 17, 4 p.m.
• Friday, September 18, 10 a.m.
• Monday, September 21, 1 p.m.
• Tuesday, September 22, 6 p.m.
Email ogca@pobox.upenn.edu to register.